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Under the bright lights of Tokyo’s Roppongi district, Kings and Factions fight to get not what they 
need, but what they want. Everyone here has a vice and a dream. The underworld feeds one and 
promises the other. 

Who gets out, and who becomes part of Roppongi forever?

WE LIVE IN A WORLD WHERE EVEN KINGS HAVE VICES
WE ARE THE KINGS AND WE ARE YOUR VICE

WE ARE THE TRUE KINGS
KINGS OF THE VICE

KINGS OF THE LIGHT
ROPPONGI VICE

RPG Vice is a roleplaying game of cinematic crime drama. Set in the right now of high-produc-
tion-value action and crime movies, this fantasy Roppongi provides the backdrop for the struggle 
of it’s occupants with their own vices and with each other.

TO ENTER ROPPONGI:

• Three or more players. You will play the different Kings and Factions in RPG Vice.

• A handful of 10-sided dice (d10s). You’ll be rolling these to see if you get what you want 
out of a given scene, and how much of it.

• Printouts of the King and Faction sheets. At least one of each per person, probably more 
(or the ability to print out more as needed during play).

• Pencils. You will be checking and unchecking things on your sheets.

• (Optional) Tokens, poker chips or beads. You can use these to track when you have Edge.

• (Optional) A bangin’ soundtrack. Get your tackiest EDM or your weirdest Japanese indus-
trial cued up. Whatever you want to score your criminal underworld.

• (Optional) A copy of Remember Tomorrow, by Gregor Hutton. This is a hack of that game, 
and while I try to present everything you need here, there may be a detail that I miss. Also, 
it’s a great cyberpunk RPG that you will probably like if you like this. 

Rpg Vice

Lyrics from “RPG Vice,” Rocky Romero ft. Trent Baretta
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OVERVIEW
In RPG Vice, each player plays individual characters (Kings) as well as collective characters (Fac-
tions), but not necessarily the same ones over and over. Each player takes turns “in control”  When 
in control, you (the “Controller”) pick which kind of scene to play next, which will prompt you to 
pick a King or Faction to play yourself, as well as those for the other players. 

Thus, everyone makes a set of Kings as well as a set of Factions, with the possibility for more to 
be introduced during play. 

Both Kings and Factions have:

• A basic nature. Kings have an Identity and Factions have a Type. These are high-concept 
labels to give you something basic to work with as you come up with your own details.

• A Vice. Everyone in Roppongi has a Vice.

• Wants. Everyone in Roppongi has a set of Wants, which may be in step with or in contrast 
to their Vice. Satisfying your Wants (or failing to do so) is the main drama of play.

• Capabilities. Kings have three: Strong, Skilled and Smart. Factions have a single one: 
Stroke. These are numbered 1-10 and are what you consider when you roll dice.

• Conditions. Everyone has both Positive and Negative Conditions (PCons and NCons), and 
they come and go based on what happens during play. These both describe and proscribe 
a King or Factions current physical, emotional or social state in Roppongi.

THE GOAL
During play, both Kings and Factions will gain and lose Conditions as they attempt to satisfy their 
Wants and manage their Vice. You play until three of the characters are written out of play. 

• Burning Out. A King OR a Faction burns out when one of their Capabilities is reduced to 0, 
or 8 or more of their Wants are crossed off. They are overcome by their Vice entirely.

• Making It Out. A King makes it out of Roppongi when they get three of their Wants fulfilled. 
They leave, never to be seen in the district again.

• Making It Big. A Faction makes it big in Roppongi when it gets three of its Wants fulfilled. 
It becomes part of the fabric of the district, no longer subject to street-level distractions.

The Big Picture
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CREATE YOUR CAST
Each player comes up with a King. This is a conversation - talk through the character as you make 
them or roll on the tables provided to come up with something. 

Once each player has a King, everyone also comes up with a Faction. Often, in making your 
Kings you’ll already have identified or implied some likely enemies, employers or other groups 
that could make life difficult for the King, so you can simply follow up on that. Or come up with 
something out of left field. 

You’re all stuck in Roppongi together until someone Burns Out, Makes It Out or Makes It Big. 
Remember, the game lasts until 3 characters (Kings or Factions) do one of those things. In 
Remember Tomorrow, it tends to take 1-3 sessions for that to happen. I suspect that it will be 
slightly less in RPG Vice.

INTRODUCTIONS
The first part of play is the Introductions. Starting with whoever has an idea, each player intro-
duces one of the Kings with an Introduction scene. This can be the King you made, or someone 
else’s - from now one, no character is “owned” by any player for longer than they scene they’re in.

See the section on Scene Types for what an Introduction scene entails, but basically, you narrate 
a short snippet or vignette showcasing the King, like an establishing shot or series of establishing 
shots during the opening credits of a movie.

After all the Kings have been introduced, you do a round of Introduction scenes for the Factions 
in the same manner.

Once all the starting characters have been introduced, you start rotating through the other kinds 
of scenes as well.

Getting Started



IDENTITY

Your King’s basic deal. 
Pick (or roll for) 1.
1: Hedonist
2: Courier
3: Dealer
4: Infiltrator
5: Soldier
6: Operative
7: Gaijin 
8: Player
9: Muscle
10: Worker

POSITIVE CONDITIONS

These can help you succeed, in one way or another. 
Pick (or roll for) 1.
1: Angry
2: Armed
3: Connected
4: Convinced
5: Dangerous

NEGATIVE CONDITIONS

These can trip you up, in one way or another. 
Pick (or roll for) 1.
1: Coerced
2: Confused
3: Destitute
4: Dying
5: Hesitant

VICE

This is what keeps you in Roppongi. 
Pick (or roll for) 1.
1: Destruction
2: Drugs
3: Fame
4: Sex
5: Power
6: Beautiful Things
7: Violence
8: Revenge
9: Greed
10: Real Weird Shit

WANTS

You don’t always want what you need, or 
need what you want. Pick (or roll for) 2.
1: Cash
2: Guns
3: Drugs
4: Flesh
5: Information
6: Manpower
7: Training
8: Amplification
9: Tech
10: Style

Kings of Roppongi
For each list, you can pick or roll 1d10 to make a random 
selection. Or do a mix, whatever works  for you. Don’t forget 
to come up with a name or at least an alias. For each option, 
come up with some details, especially for the conditions. What 
are you armed with? Who’s humiliating you? Etc.

6: Equipped
7: Financed
8: Hardened
9: Loved
10: Supported

6: Humiliated
7: Hunted
8: Injured
9: Lost
10: Trapped

CAPABILITIES

You get what you want by being Strong, Skilled and 
Smart. You have 12 points to spend among those 
three. Minimum rating 1, maximum 8. Higher is better.

5
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TYPE

Your Faction’s basic deal. 
Pick (or roll for) 1.
1: Best Friends
2: Corporation
3: Media
4: Government
5: Tribe
6: Celebrity
7: Venue
8: Military
9: Tourists
10: Gang

POSITIVE CONDITIONS

These can help you succeed, in one way or another. 
Pick (or roll for) 1.
1: Angry
2: Armed
3: Connected
4: Convinced
5: Dangerous

NEGATIVE CONDITIONS

These can trip you up, in one way or another. 
Pick (or roll for) 1.
1: Coerced
2: Confused
3: Destitute
4: Dying
5: Hesitant

VICE

This is what keeps you in Roppongi. 
Pick (or roll for) 1.
1: Destruction
2: Drugs
3: Fame
4: Sex
5: Power
6: Beautiful Things
7: Violence
8: Revenge
9: Greed
10: Real Weird Shit

WANTS

You don’t always want what you need, or 
need what you want. Pick (or roll for) 2.
1: Cash
2: Guns
3: Drugs
4: Flesh
5: Information
6: Manpower
7: Training
8: Amplification
9: Tech
10: Style

Factions
For each list, you can pick or roll 1d10 to make a random 
selection. Or do a mix, whatever works  for you. Don’t forget 
to come up with a title, name or DBA. For each option, come 
up with some details, especially for the conditions. Who loves 
you? How are you dying? Etc.

6: Equipped
7: Financed
8: Hardened
9: Loved
10: Supported

6: Humiliated
7: Hunted
8: Injured
9: Lost
10: Trapped

CAPABILITY

You get what you want by having Stroke. You start 
with 4 Stroke.
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When you’re in Control, you pick which kind of scene to play out. Each calls for specific set of 
characters, and involves a die roll. There’s two kinds of die rolls, Basic and Opposed - see the 
section on dice for details on those.

Scene Types

INTRODUCTION
A new King or Faction appears. Narrate the 
scene (or ask others to pitch in) - generally, 
you should showcase or highlight the char-
acter indulging in their Vice. Make a basic 
roll at the end of the scene (or at the height 
of it, if there’s some question as to how it 
ends up).

VICE
A King or Faction indulges in their Vice. Nar-
rate what that looks like, and take or mark an 
Edge. No roll is made in a Vice scene.

CUT A DEAL
A King is trying to get what they want. Pick a 
King. Someone else picks a Faction willing to 
cut a deal with them. You can pick the Want 
at the beginning of the scene, or make that 
decision during it, whichever is more natural. 
Frame the meeting or interaction and play 
out trying to cut a deal. 

When you need to know which way it goes, 
the King makes a Basic roll to find out. If the 
King wins, they can check off a Want or gain 
a PCon in addition to spending outcomes. 
The Faction gains 1 Stroke, no matter what.

MAKE A HIT
A Faction is trying to get what they want. 
Pick a Faction. Someone else picks a King 
that does not have the Factions best inter-
ests at heart. You can pick the Want at the 
beginning of the scene, or make that deci-
sion during it, whichever is more natural. 
Frame the confrontation or interaction and 
play it out. 

When you need to know which way it goes, 
make an opposed roll. The winner (if any) 
can check off a Want, gain a PCon or give 
the loser an NCon in addition to spending 
outcomes.

THROW DOWN
A King wants to have it out. Pick someone 
else to call out, King or Faction. Frame the 
face-off and play it out.

When you need to know how it goes, make 
an opposed Roll. The winner (if any) can gain 
a PCon, give the loser an NCon or reduce 
one of the loser’s Parameters or Influence by 
1, in addition to spending outcomes. 
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When it’s time to roll dice, you’ll pick up 3d10 and roll them. Kings assign each die to one of their 
three Capabilities (Strong, Skilled and Smart) after the roll. Factions assign all three to Stroke. 
Every die result equal to or lower than the assigned score is a success. Spend success on Out-
comes. Getting successes tells you whether you’re a winner or a loser - this matters differently for 
the different scene types.

BASIC ROLL
A basic roll tells you whether the scene generally comes out in your favor or not. If you 
have any successes on a basic roll, you’re a winner. If you have none, you’re a loser.

OPPOSED ROLL
An opposed roll tells you who comes out better in the scene. Compare successes; 
whoever has the most is the winner. Everyone else is a loser. If multiple characters are 
tied, it’s détente. Nobody gets the free Outcome for being a winner (depending on 
the scene). Everyone, winners and losers, spend successes on Outcomes. You can buy 
each Outcome once per roll (including “doubling up” on the free winner Outcome).

Rolling The Dice

OUTCOMES

FOR YOURSELF

• Gain a PCon

• Remove an NCon

• Add 1 to a Capability

• Tick a Want box

FOR THEM (WHEN OPPOSED)

• Take away a PCon

• Gain an NCon

• Subtract 1 from a Capability

• Strike out an unticked Want

DON’T LIKE YOUR ROLL?

You can burn a PCon (uncheck it) to gain an 
automatic success before you roll.

You can burn a PCon (uncheck it) to reroll all 
of your dice after you roll.

DON’T LIKE THEIR ROLL?

You can ditch an NCon (uncheck it) to take 
away one of their successes. Make sure you 
say you’re doing this before they start spend-
ing them. This won’t change winner/détente/
loser status, though.

MECHANICS, UGH

Remember that all 
these things (PCons, 
NCons, Wants) are 
described narratively. 
That is, when you “burn 
a PCon,” you need to 
also narrate how that 
looks in the scene and 
why it matters. Do you 
throw your crowbar 
at the dudes head? 
Uncheck that “Armed” 
PCon and take your 
automatic success. 
They have three suc-
cesses to spend? Ditch 
that “Coerced” NCon, 
set those blackmail 
photos on fire and 
hightail it out of there, 
losing them a success. 
You need to have some-
thing that applies to 
what’s going on in the 
scene to use it, but you 
should also be looking 
for create ways to use 
what you got for when 
you need it. And some-
times spending suc-
cesses to take NCons, 
in particular, just makes 
sense, especially for 
things like “injured” or 
“trapped.” 

EDGE

Spend an Edge to 
give yourself an 
extra die for a roll. 
Whenever you roll 
more than 3 dice, 
pick the best 3 
to assign. When-
ever you spend 
an Edge, mark an 
appropriate NCon.
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PLAY OUT SCENES
Everyone takes turn in Control and picking scenes (just go around the table in seating order). 
Scenes should be short and punchy, usually with an obvious “point” or direction to them. Ten 
minutes is probably too long for a scene, unless you’re really getting into chewing the scenery.

Scenes do not need to follow on each other in time or by character. This is an anthology kind of 
fiction, following the actions and interactions of these Kings and Factions as they try to get what 
they want. 

Have a cool idea that hasn’t come up yet? Introduce a new character. Want to see what happens 
with two Kings who haven’t interacted yet? Pick one to play and call out the other in a Throw 
Down scene. Want to win? Grab one character and push for getting their Wants in every scene. 
Want to stop someone? Grab the character and drive them into the ground. It’s cool.

Every so often you’ll start a scene, and then realize mid-way through that there isn’t really any-
thing serious at stake or interesting to find out about how it goes. If rolling the dice feels like it’s 
just jumping through a mechanical hoop with no connection to what’s happening in the scene, 
just skip it - it’s fine to have a color scene with no mechanical effect.

RESPECT THE FICTION
Always remember that the descriptive words attached to everything matter - while there’s an 
abstract mechanical framework behind them, you need to respect what the words actually mean 
in context to what’s going on in your game for it to feel like it all hangs together. If you’re not 
Armed, don’t narrate yourself busting into a nightclub with an AK. If you still need Cash, don’t 
narrate making it rain. Everyone at the table has the ability to check each other on stuff like that. 
And if you really want to make it rain, well, then you need to go get yourself some cash. Frame 
yourself up Cutting A Deal, or Throw Down and hope you get some successes.

WORK BACKWARDS
If you want something for a character, look at what the different kind of scenes get you “for 
free” - they’re all a little different, representing the different ways that those interactions work in 
Roppongi. If you roll well you can usually get what you want by spending a success on it, but you 
want to give yourself an edge where you can, you know?

Playing the game
CROSSES

Remember Tomorrow 
formalizes a thing 
called “crosses” - when 
you roll doubles (or tri-
ples), you must “cross” 
something from the 
current scene into the 
next scene, to pull 
them together. I’ve 
found that we generally 
have no problem doing 
that ourselves, but if 
you’re feeling like your 
scenes are not closely 
associated enough, go 
ahead and implement 
that rule.
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Important Details
WANTS
There’s 10 possible Wants on the character sheets. When you make a character, you pick (or roll 
for) 2 of them, and those are the Wants that you can potentially check off through winning rolls 
and spending Outcomes.

When you check off a Want, you’ve secured that thing for the character. When a character checks 
off three wants, they Make It Out (for Kings) or Make It Big (for Factions).

When you check off your first Want, you pick another thing to Want that’s still available on your 
sheet. So, a character will always Want at least two things, no matter how many they have checked.

It’s possible to “strike out” a Want on someone else’s sheet, which means crossing it off. Once a 
Want is struck out, that character can no longer gain it. If it was one of their “open” Wants, they 
have to pick another thing to Want.

In the (unlikely) event that 8 or more Wants are crossed off, the character can no longer Make It 
Out or Make It Big. They Burn Out.

EXITS
When a character Makes It Out, Makes It Big or Burns Out, it’s the end of that character’s story 
in Roppongi. In some cases, the event that triggers the exit is in a scene where it makes sense to 
just roll the exit into the narration of what’s going on. In others, the trigger will happen, and then 
the character will need a final scene to wrap up their narrative. In these cases it’s a simple color 
scene to narrate how their exit looks.

ENDING THE GAME
Once three characters have exited, the game is over. If there are any remaining narrative threads 
begging to be addressed, keep playing until you’re satisfied (which may involve more exists). If 
not, or if you want to simply end there, each player can give a brief epilogue for a character or 
characters they’re invested in. Don’t worry about trying to end everyone’s individual story; this 
game will generate a fractured set of interleaving scenes, and sometimes you just never find out 
what was going on after all.

That’s just how Roppongi is.
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Credits
RPG VICE BY NATHAN D. PAOLETTA
A hack of Remember Tomorrow, by Gregor Hutton. All the good stuff is his and the problematic 
stuff is mine.

Inspired by New Japan Pro Wrestlings Tag Team RPG Vice, Rocky Romero and Baretta - Look up 
their theme song on Youtube! 

Cover Image “Roppongi on a wet rainy night” by FLIKR user Hikosaemon, used under a Creative 
Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic license.

This is a playtest draft. Last edit: 7.15.2015

THIS GAME MADE POSSIBLE BY MY PATREON SUPPORTERS. 

JOIN THEM AT PATREON.COM/NDPAOLETTA

Find more games at ndpdesign.com



King Faction
NAME

NOTES

NAME

NOTES

IDENTITY
 φ Hedonist
 φ Courier
 φ Dealer
 φ Infiltrator
 φ Soldier
 φ Operative
 φ Gaijin 
 φ Player
 φ Muscle
 φ Worker

IDENTITY
 φ Best Friends
 φ Corporation
 φ Media
 φ Government
 φ Tribe
 φ Celebrity
 φ Venue
 φ Military
 φ Tourists
 φ Gang

PCONS
 φ Angry
 φ Armed
 φ Connected
 φ Convinced
 φ Dangerous
 φ Equipped
 φ Financed
 φ Hardened
 φ Loved
 φ Supported

PCONS
 φ Angry
 φ Armed
 φ Connected
 φ Convinced
 φ Dangerous
 φ Equipped
 φ Financed
 φ Hardened
 φ Loved
 φ Supported

NCONS
 φ Coerced
 φ Confused
 φ Destitute
 φ Dying
 φ Hesitant
 φ Humiliated
 φ Hunted
 φ Injured
 φ Lost
 φ Trapped

NCONS
 φ Coerced
 φ Confused
 φ Destitute
 φ Dying
 φ Hesitant
 φ Humiliated
 φ Hunted
 φ Injured
 φ Lost
 φ Trapped

VICE
 φ Drugs
 φ Fame
 φ Sex
 φ Power
 φ Destruction
 φ Beautiful Things
 φ Violence
 φ Revenge
 φ Greed
 φ Real Weird Shit

VICE
 φ Drugs
 φ Fame
 φ Sex
 φ Power
 φ Destruction
 φ Beautiful Things
 φ Violence
 φ Revenge
 φ Greed
 φ Real Weird Shit

STRONG

SKILLED

SMART

STROKE

 φ
 φ
 φ
 φ
 φ
 φ
 φ
 φ
 φ
 φ

GOT IT                       
 φ
 φ
 φ
 φ
 φ
 φ
 φ
 φ
 φ
 φ

GOT IT                       
 φ Cash
 φ Guns
 φ Drugs
 φ Flesh
 φ Information
 φ Manpower
 φ Training
 φ Amplification
 φ Tech
 φ Style

WANT IT
 φ Cash
 φ Guns
 φ Drugs
 φ Flesh
 φ Information
 φ Manpower
 φ Training
 φ Amplification
 φ Tech
 φ Style

WANT IT

If you get three of your wants, you 
Make It Out. If eight are crossed off, 
you Burn Out.

If you get three of your wants, you 
Make It Out. If eight are crossed off, 
you Burn Out.

Start with 12 points between the 3, 
max 8, min 1. If one of these drops to 
0, you Burn Out.

Start with 4 Stroke. If you drop to 0, 
you Burn Out.

Notes on Conditions Notes on Conditions

RPG VICE RPG VICE
A REMEMBER TOMORROW HACK A REMEMBER TOMORROW HACK

EDGE? EDGE?


